The Vital Rural Power Pack rap

by Jeannette

They gonna make a lot of fuzz all over Europe
About the rural power pack and its final scope
Rural is the bounding factor in this project of us all
That now comes to an end, or maybe a new call.
We learned along the years how to fill in the vital forms
Now we like to tell the rest of Europe about all our thoughts
That has nothing to do with being nice
But is more or less a duty and a paying price
To shout it from the roofs: look at this pact
The dissemination phase is now the coming act
For most of us this is the final end
Of coming together for a meeting or event
Looking back at those European years
We remember all the good things for our eyes and mouth and ears.

You can do the Finnoy life style with a the tomato hug
Or innovate the SME’s with a bit of Vejen’s business luck
And if you choose for Langenhagen, you ‘r sure to end up with horses
You also be aware that it is communication, that runs the courses
No matter what politicians think Regine goes all the way
And finally we all believe the horse promotion will stay

but when you see the Dwaande campaign you need to know what that
means
They reach out for the Frisian people and they know it, so it seems
Branding the region delivered the manual we created with Wim
The logical steps must be clear, honest and real, according to him
The Meetjesland experience works out, so we were told
But during the elections they were some time on hold
The ambassadors of West-Flanders are the entrepreneurs
They will strengthen the power of the regional network
The Zeeland-Flanders promotion with the border mark looks
Shows the boundless pride for the Michelin star cooks
The world class campaign normal for Norfolk is a well known fact
As much as the ugly places of the Leijedal pact
The people make the difference as everybody knows
That is the most important thing, the Rural Power Pack shows.

